From J26 M1
Follow the A610 into Nottingham City Centre (approx 4 miles). Follow signs for the A453 Birmingham and take the route indicated in our map.

From J25 M1
Follow the A52 towards Nottingham (approx 5 miles). Follow signs for the A52 Grantham and then take the A453 (city Centre) via Queens Drive Industrial Estate then follow route indicated in our map.

From J24 M1
Follow the A453 towards Nottingham (approx 10 miles) heading towards Queens Drive Industrial Estate and then follow the route indicated in our map.

East Midlands Airport
Leaving the airport turn left onto the A453 (all directions) and follow the A453 into Nottingham, via Queens Drive Industrial Estate then follow route indicated in our map.

Birmingham International Airport
Join the A45 east (towards Coventry) and leave by the next exit, taking the M42 (A42) north to the M1. Exit the M1 at Junction 24 and take the A453 into Nottingham, via Queens Drive Industrial Estate then follow route indicated in our map.